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1.  Revise 6.4.3 to read as follows: 

6.4.3 Minimum Separation Distances for ASME Containers. 
 
Substantiation:  The requirement in the current section 6.4.3.2 was in section 6.3.6 under 
section 6.3, Container Separation Distances, in the 2011 edition, where it applied to all DOT and 
ASME containers. With the requirement under the current heading of Minimum Separation 
Distances for ASME Containers, the requirements no longer apply to DOT cylinders. This is 
contrary to the intent of the requirement. Exhibit 6.3 in the 2011 LP-Gas Code Handbook clearly 
shows that the intent for the wording in section 6.3.6 (2011) applies to cylinders. This 
requirement is now in section 6.4.3.2 (2017) and uses the same photo as Exhibit 6.3 (2011) in the 
2017 Code History commentary after the code text. With the requirement under the heading for 
ASME containers, enforcement of these requirements for cylinders has been adversely affected. 
See the Emergency Nature section for more information. Also, there is no reason why the 
requirement in section 6.4.3.1 (2017) should apply only to ASME containers. 
 
Research into the changes that resulted in this alignment shows that proposal 58-70 Log #80 for 
the 2014 edition reorganized this section. Much of the unchanged text in 6.3 was abbreviated to 
save space. The section of concern that was placed under the heading “Minimum Separation 
Distances for ASME Containers” was abbreviated as “If the aggregate water capacity--------shall 
comply with Table 6.3.1.1 and the following:” This probably was the reason that the committee 
didn’t realize a section that pertained to cylinders and ASME tanks was placed under the new 
heading. 
 
Emergency Nature.  The standard contains an error or an omission that was overlooked during 
the regular revision process.  The NFPA Standard contains a conflict within the NFPA Standards 
or within another NFPA Standard.  The proposed TIA intends to correct a circumstance in which 
the revised NFPA Standard has resulted in an adverse impact on a product or method that was 
inadvertently overlooked in the total revision process or was without adequate technical (safety) 
justification of the action.   
 
The requirements of section 6.4.3.2 apply more to DOT cylinders than they do to ASME 
containers, as evidenced by the Code History commentary after section 6.4.3.2 in the 2017 LP-
Gas Code Handbook. But, they also apply to ASME containers of less than 125 gallons water 
capacity. Removing “ASME” from the section heading 6.4.3 will restore the requirement to 
cylinders and maintain it for ASME containers. There is a real problem in Colorado related to 
installation of cylinders in a group with aggregate capacity greater than 500 gallons. From Scott 
Simmons, the AHJ in Colorado, “In Colorado because of the marijuana industry there has been 
an increased use of 420 lb cylinders being shipped into the state containing solvent grade 
propane and butane. This LPG is being transfer into 100 lb cylinders that are then shipped to the 
point of use. Some of these installations of 420 and 100 lb cylinders are multicontainer 
installations over 501 gallons in aggregate. Based on the addition of this section header, we 



cannot require these multicontainer installations to be separated from buildings and property 
lines by 25 feet.” By being under the present heading, the code is silent about multi-container 
installations of cylinders. Colorado’s law allowing sale of marijuana to the general public 
became effective in 2014 and processors probably didn’t have many multi-cylinder installations 
until recently. The new wording was not noticed by Colorado’s AHJ until well into the 2017 
edition. Thus, the change made in the 2014 edition and carried into the 2017 edition 1) is an error 
that was overlooked in the regular revision process, 2) contains a conflict within NFPA 58 as it 
applies to intent for separation requirements for cylinders, and 3) the proposed change corrects a 
circumstance that impacts the method of enforcement for providing the intended separation of a 
large group of cylinders from a building. Each of these items is sufficient for justifying the 
emergency nature of this TIA. 
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